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Position: Bill should be passed

This position addresses the topic California Senate Bill 840.

For this position

No results

Against this position

"If Schwarzenegger is the free-lunch governor -- he won't raise taxes and has failed to
slice spending to eliminate the state's $4 billion to $5 billion structural budget shortfall
-- Angelides offers free lunch followed by free desert. Angelides' recipe for state
finances: No new taxes, unless you're rich, a tax-cut if you're middle class -- forget
about the fact that the books don't balance as they are."

From Free lunch, free hot fudge sundaes, by Debra Saunders (San Francisco Chronicle,
September 3, 2006) (view)

"Remarkably, Kuehl's proposal to socialize California's health care is being made just at
the time when the Canadian system it resembles is falling apart at the seams. For
instance, Canada's single payer system is projected to absorb more than half the
budgets of most Canadian provinces. In addition, the amount of time a Canadian
patient must wait before receiving medical care is notorious."

From Canadianizing the Golden State, by Ronald Bailey (Reason, March 3, 2006) (view)

"This bill would have gone nowhere had either legislators or the public remembered
one basic idea -- nothing is free. This bill reflects the clash of a moral vision (we
"ought" to do something about the uninsured) with the business economics of health
care."

From Where cynical politics meets consumer illusions -- single-payer health insurance, by
Wanda J. Jones (San Francisco Chronicle, August 31, 2006) (view)
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Mixed on this position
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